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Commercial Unit To Let
Lower Ground Floor, 12 Haymarket, Sheffield, S1 2AX

Location
The subject premises is located on the east 
side of Haymarket at its junction with Dixon 
Lane and Commercial Street. It is in the heart 
of the City Centre and benefits from being in 
close proximity to the Sheffield Tram 
Network. Nearby national retailers include 
B&M Bargains, Wilkos, Subway and KFC. 

The property is situated in the area of 
Castlegate, the oldest part of the city and 
includes The Old Town Hall and Courts. The 
area is at present currently undergoing 
significant redevelopment as part of the 
Castlegate Master Plan, with the goal of 
creating a new destination for commercial 
office, leisure, entertainment and retail 
operators as well as a new residential quarter. 

Accommodation
This unit will be created by reconfiguring the 
existing layout and creating street level access 
between B&M Bargains and Ladbrokes.

The unit will provide large, open plan, lower 
ground floor space, with a prominent 
entrance from the street and rear loading 
access with potential for car parking.

Size
Lower Ground Floor: 17,000sq ft 1,580sq m



0207 788 8989

property.bellrock.fm 

Dymond Property Consulting Ltd for themselves and for the vendor(s) or lessor(s) of this property whose agents they are, give notice that: 1. These particulars do not constitute, nor constitute any part of,

an offer or contract. 2. None of the statements contained in these particulars as to the property are to be relied on as statements or representations of fact. 3. Any intending purchaser or lessee must satisfy

himself by inspection or otherwise as to the correctness of each of the statements contained in these particulars. 4. The vendor(s) or lessor(s) do not make or give and neither Dymond Property Consulting

Ltd nor any person in their employment has any authority to make or give, any representation or warranty whatever in relation to this property.
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Tenure 
The premises are available on a new lease 
with terms to be agreed.

Rent
Offers invited 

Use
All uses will be considered subject to planning 
permission. Would suit variety of Retail & 
Leisure uses.

Business Rates 
To be separately assessed in the future

VAT
All figures quoted are exclusive of VAT

EPC
Full details available upon request. 

Contact
Strictly through Sole Agents:
Dymond Property Consulting

Will Beresford MRICS
E: will@dymondpropertyconsulting.co.uk 
M: 07392876416

Tom Dymond MRICS
E: tom@dymondpropertyconsulting.co.uk 
M: 07810 756 399


